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	Pragmatic Unit Testing in C# with NUnit (Pragmatic Programmers), 9780974514024 (0974514020), Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2004
Learn how to improve your C# coding skills using unit testing.  Despite it's name, unit testing is really a coding technique, not a testing technique.  Unit testing is done by programmers, for programmers. It's primarily for our benefit: we get improved confidence in our code, better ability to make deadlines, less time spent in the debugger, and less time beating on the code to make it work correctly.    This book shows how to write tests, but more importantly, it goes where other books fear to tread and gives you concrete advice and examples of what to test--the common things that go wrong in all of our programs.  Discover the tricky hiding places where bugs breed, and how to catch them using the freely available NUnit framework.  It's easy to learn how to think of all the things in your code that are likely to break.  We'll show you how with helpful mnemonics, summarized in a handy tip sheet (also available from our www.pragmaticprogrammer.com website).    With this book you will:
	Write better code, and take less time to write it
	Discover the tricky places where bugs breed
	Learn how to think of all the things that could go wrong
	Test individual pieces of code without having to include the whole project
	Test effectively with the whole team


We'll also cover how to use Mock Objects for testing, how to write high quality test code, and how to use unit testing to improve your design skills.  We'll show you frequent "gotchas"--along with the fixes--to save you time when problems come up.    But the best part is that you don't need a sweeping mandate to change your whole team or your whole company.  You don't need to adopt Extreme Programming, or Test-Driven Development, or change your development process in order to reap the proven benefits of unit testing.  You can start unit testing, the pragmatic way, right away.
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C# PreciselyMIT Press, 2004
This book describes the programming language C# (pronounced “c sharp”), version 2.0. It is a quick reference for the reader who has already learnt or is learning C# from a standard textbook and who wants to know the language in more detail. It should be particularly useful for readers who know the Java programming language and who want...

		

Managing Cisco Network SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2002
Information security has become an extremely important topic for everyone over the past few years. In today’s environment the number of touch points between an organization’s information assets and the outside world has drastically increased: millions of customers can interact via a Web site, thousands of employees and partners may...

		

Frommer's Seattle 2010 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2009
	
		Completely updated every year, Frommer's Seattle features 16 pages of gorgeous color photos of the sights and experiences that await you.
	
		Our expert author has combed the city looking for the best hotels, restaurants, shops, and nightlife spots, and has created detailed walking tours to take you through some...






	

Architecture-Independent Programming for Wireless Sensor Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
New automated, application-independent methodology for designing and deploying sensor networks
Following this book's clear explanations, examples, and illustrations, domain experts can design and deploy nontrivial networked sensing applications without much knowledge of the low-level networking aspects of deployment. This new approach is based...


		

Programming Graphical User Interfaces in R (Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series)CRC Press, 2012

	Programming Graphical User Interfaces with R introduces each of the major R packages for GUI programming: RGtk2, qtbase, Tcl/Tk, and gWidgets. With examples woven through the text as well as stand-alone demonstrations of simple yet reasonably complete applications, the book features topics especially relevant to statisticians...


		

Linux Shell Scripting Cookbook, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Don't neglect the shell - this book will empower you to use simple commands to perform complex tasks. Whether you're a casual or advanced Linux user, the cookbook approach makes it all so brilliantly accessible and, above all, useful.


	Overview

	
		Master the art of crafting one-liner command sequence...
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